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We are ready for APEX 
 
We are happy to announce that we are coming to the APEX! This year APEX will be in MECC 
Forum in Maastricht, Netherlands June 6.8.2023. APEX showcases the latest aerial platforms, 
compact construction equipment, and rental IT. Dinolift will display an all-electric, battery-pow-
ered 280 RXTE and MyDINO telematics solution. Vehicle-mounted DINO 230VTH and trailer-
mounted lift 160XTB II will also be presented.  

All electric DINO® Lightweight 4x4 – Meet DINO 280 RXTE  

The DINO RXTE supports the European green deal target of reducing carbon dioxide emis-
sions. DINO RXTE's working height is 28 meters, outreach is 14 meters, and working load is 
230 kilos equipped with an AGM or Li-Ion battery pack. Being an all-electric MEWP, it is possi-
ble to take the lift to emission-restricted zones inside cities as well as indoors. Operator comfort 
is supreme as there are no vibrations in the basket. One of the design principles was that there 
was no loss on drive or boom operation speeds over the diesel version. The RXTE has multiple 
lift functions available to be used simultaneously – operating the outriggers simultaneously with 
the drive is also possible. The electric motor has a continuous power rating of 15kW while the 
peak power is 20kW. 

The diesel model will remain in the range alongside the fully electric model.  

MyDINO – stay on top of your fleet  

MyDINO telematics provides an insight into the DINO MEWP via the mobile application or the 
desktop version. It is designed for the end customer/operator of the lift, fleet management, and 
technical support at Dinolift, distributor, or rental company technical support. Telematics service 
can reduce on-site maintenance visits significantly. With MyDINO, it is possible to track location, 
set geofencing and efficiently monitor transfers between rentals. In addition, there are added 
channels that are monitored so it is possible to monitor load cases/overloads and outriggers be-
ing sufficiently set by the operator. Seeing the actual status of the machine helps all technical 
support people and serves the customer also remotely. CO2 emissions can also be estimated 
and reported through engine rpm and usage. MyDINO is a standard feature on all new DINO´s 
manufactured 2023. MyDINO is also possible to retrofit to older DINO models.  
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